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This lush gallery of sensuous Art Nouveau designs spotlights the works of Alphonse Mucha. More

than 30 full-page portraits to color depict strikingly beautiful women amid fantastic backdrops of

stars, floral swirls, and exotic ornaments. Pages are perforated and printed on one side only for

easy removal and display. Specially designed for experienced colorists, Art Nouveau Designs and

other Creative HavenÃ‚Â® adult coloring books offer an escape to a world of inspiration and artistic

fulfillment. Each title is also an effective and fun-filled way to relax and reduce stress.
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Over 30 Art Nouveau Designs to ColorThis lush gallery of sensuous Art Nouveau designs spotlights

the works of Alphonse Mucha. More than 30 full-page portraits to color depict strikingly beautiful

women amid fantastic backdrops of stars, floral swirls, and exotic ornaments.Specially designed for

experienced colorists, Creative HavenÃ‚Â® coloring books offer an escape to a world of inspiration

and artistic fulfillment.Perforated pages printed on one side only for easy removal and

display.Previously published as Art Nouveau Figurative Designs.Find your true colors with Creative

HavenÃ‚Â® and hundreds of other coloring books: www.doverpublications.com/CreativeHaven

Alphonse Maria Mucha (1860Ã¢â‚¬â€œ1939) is best known to the general public for his posters of



Sarah Bernhardt and magnificent decorative panels such as "The Seasons." Among graphic artists

and commercial designers, Mucha is praised for the innovative style books that pioneered the use

of Art Nouveau in commercial packaging, design, and ornament.Ed Sibbett, Jr., is a noted stained

glass artist, illustrator, and author who has designed numerous books for Dover Publications and

other companies.

This is a book of gorgeous designs by Alphonse Mucha which have been rendered into coloring

book form by Ed Sibbett, Jr. The book includes many of my most favorite Mucha designs and it will

be a real joy to color them.While this is the first time Creative Haven has published this work in their

colorist friendly format, Dover has previously published this book as ÃƒÂ¢Ã‚â‚¬Ã‚Å“Art Nouveau

Figurative DesignsÃƒÂ¢Ã‚â‚¬Ã‚Â• which is now out of print. That book contained six additional

designs which are not include in this book. As the standard format for Creative Haven is 31 designs,

that may be why there are less.I purchased this book and the one by Pomegranate at the same

time. While they share some of the basic designs, the rendering is quite different. Also, Creative

Haven has 31 designs while Pomegranate has 22. I like each for different reasons and will be really

happy to be able to color the designs of one of my favorite artists.All of my gel pens and markers

bleed through on Creative Haven books to varying degrees. I use chip board, cardstock, or even

freezer paper in between the sheets (if I am keeping it in the book) or under the page if I remove it

from the book.There are 31 designs in this coloring book which are printed on bright white

perforated paper that is a fairly heavy stock. The designs are printed on one side of the page only

and the binding is glued rather than sewn. I usually like to remove my projects from the books to

work on and I love that Creative Haven always makes it easy for me to do so.

this coloring book for relaxation is great! I have always loved Alphonse Mucha and the designs are

very lovely. I have been giving them to friends but this one is a keeper.I recommend the Erte

coloring book as equal if not more interesting. I have a signed plate of his and I love his designs so

being able to choose my own colors.

I have many coloring books, and my favorites are Creative Haven because they're printed on one

side only and perforated for easy removal. But this book goes above and beyond. I've been a fan of

Mucha for many years, and was thrilled to see this book- it came today and I am NOT disappointed.

If you like Mucha and you like to color, you will love this book.



The pictures are recreations of Art Nouveau images, and are really well done. The book came to me

in good condition. For anyone who has mastered coloring a large area smoothly, this will be a great

book.I love the Art Nouveau look, but I'll probably just keep this as an "art book" rather than attempt

the images, but that is purely a matter of my low tolerance for inky streaks, and even when I use

colored pencils softly in teeny circles, I end up with some uneven-ness.So this is a five star book

that lost a star only because of my personal skill-set.(To give you an idea, I got the Insanely Intricate

Entangled Landscapes at the same time, and that's about perfect for me)

I love this coloring book! The paper is thick and perforated for tearing. I have been buying Dover

coloring books since I was a youngster (over 30 years) and the quality has not gone away. The

Creative Haven series from Dover are fantastic books, great for all types of media.

Gorgeous designs with heavy outlines and ample opportunities to practice lovely skin tones,

makeup, flowing fabric and hair, and choices to make when coloring the intricate, geometric and

whirling backdrops and borders! I like that these are printed on perforated paper so that they may

be, as others have suggested, reproduced to heavier stock for wet work or just so one can color

them again and again. A Mucha fan, I'm delighted with how the familiar images are rendered in this

book and by which images were included!

Just like other creative Haven books it's* Single sided* Microporforated.* These designs are

gorgeous and fun to color, If you are looking for a book where you can color people AND flowers

Here it is!!very fun book, Quality paper!

This is my favorite color book and I have a lot of them. I love the pages come out so you can use

watercolors without messing up any other pages. I have bought another book after learning so

much with first one. The size of faces make it nice to learn to blend colors. It's fun, relaxing and I

wish I had started this years ago
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